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Press Release Summary: Joppa, MD August 11, 2008—Check 
Gallery expands its nature friendly collection with the 
introduction of the “Mod Garden” product suite. The new 
design includes personal checks, self-adhesive address labels, 
personal contact cards, and a checkbook cover that 

complement one another.  

Press Release Body: Check Gallery 
prides itself on being an 
environmentally friendly check 
company by its use of recycled paper 
for printing. All of the check designs 
relate to nature and the true 
magnificence of it; thus, the new 
“Mod Garden” check design fits 
right into the existing assortment. It 
offers a modern and fashionable 
pattern that still shows an 

appreciation for our natural surroundings.  



Through its website, www.checkgallery.com, Check Gallery released 
its new “Mod Garden” check design on August 11, 2008. The 
personal checks, which offer four rotating scenes, portray a very 
unique looking garden against a pale green background. Featuring 
pinwheel-like floral designs in teal, red-orange, purple, and blue, the 
checks also showcase famous quotes from esteemed authors about 
flowers. The self-adhesive address labels feature the same green 
background with one modern, artistic flower rotating in the same four 
colors. The checkbook cover and personal contact cards are both 
presented with a pale green background and one flower of every color 
in different shapes on their fronts. 

By constantly adding new check designs to the mix, Check Gallery is 
able to appeal to the likes of all consumers. Additionally, designs like 
“Mod Garden” make it possible for customers to have fashionable 
and meaningful artwork on their personal checks and check 
accessories.  

About Check Gallery: 
Since its creation in 1993, Check Gallery has maintained its stance as 
an environmentally friendly company. By continuously adding designs 
that feature the different aspects of nature, Check Gallery has 
distinguished itself from the competition. Also, Check Gallery has 
made sure that while the checks promote the respect of nature, they 
are also appealing to the eye. With so many designs, Check Gallery 
truly has something for everyone.  

Web Site: http://www.checkgallery.com  

Contact Details: 1802 Fashion Court 
Joppa, MD 21085  

 


